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Welcome to Fife



Runtime Error!





Type Error!



Introduction

Idris is a Pac-man Complete functional programming language
with dependent types

cabal update; cabal install idris

http://idris-lang.org/download

http://idris-lang.org/tutorial

In this talk:

Why dependent types?

An introduction to Idris

A practical application: Protocol verification

cf. Hoare Logic, Session Types

http://idris-lang.org/download
http://idris-lang.org/tutorial


Why types?

We can use type systems for:

Checking a program has the intended properties

Guiding a programmer towards a correct program

Building expressive and generic libraries

Dependent Types allow types to be predicated on values

More precise specification of properties

More help from the compiler
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Dependent Types in Idris

Unary natural numbers

data Nat = Z | S Nat

Polymorphic lists

data List : Type -> Type where

Nil : List a

(::) : a -> List a -> List a

Vectors — polymorphic lists with length

data Vect : Nat -> Type -> Type where

Nil : Vect Z a

(::) : a -> Vect k a -> Vect (S k) a
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Demonstration

The basics: Type-directed editing

Vectors
Equality/Membership proofs

Extra-functional correctness

Side-effects, State and Protocols



Effects in Idris

Effectful programs

data Eff : (res : Type) ->

(in_effects : List EFFECT) ->

(out_effects : res -> List EFFECT) ->

Type

Composing programs

(>>=) : Eff res es es’ ->

((x : res) -> Eff b (es’ x) es’’) ->

Eff b es es’’
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Examples

get : Eff t [STATE t] (\x : t => [STATE t])

put : t -> Eff () [STATE t] (\x : () => [STATE t])

putM : t’ -> Eff () [STATE t] (\x : () => [STATE t’])



Examples

get : { [STATE t] } Eff t

put : t -> { [STATE t] } Eff ()

putM : t’ -> { [STATE t] ==> [STATE t’] } Eff ()



State machine example: Door opening



State machine example: Door opening

States

data DoorState = Closed | Open

DOOR : DoorState -> EFFECT



State machine example: Door opening

State transitions

knock : { [DOOR Closed] } Eff ()

openDoor : { [DOOR Closed] ==> [DOOR Open] } Eff ()

closeDoor : { [DOOR Open] ==> [DOOR Closed] } Eff ()

Valid door protocol usage

doorProg : { [DOOR Closed] } Eff ()

doorProg = do knock

openDoor

closeDoor
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Handling Failure

State transitions

data Jam = Opened | Jammed

openDoor : { [DOOR Closed] ==>

{isJammed}

[DOOR (case isJammed of

Opened => Open

Jammed => Closed)] } Eff Jam



Protocol Actions

data Actions : Type where

DoSend : (dest : p) -> (pkt : Type) ->

(cont : pkt -> Actions) -> Actions

DoRecv : (src : p) -> (pkt : Type) ->

(cont : pkt -> Actions) -> Actions

DoRec : Inf Actions -> Actions

End : Actions



Protocols

Example

echo : Protocol [’C, ’S] ()

echo = do ’C ==> ’S | String

’S ==> ’C | String

Done

Resulting actions

protoAs : (x : p) -> Protocol xs () -> Actions
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Protocols

Example

echo : Protocol [’C, ’S] ()

echo = do msg <- ’C ==> ’S | String

’S ==> ’C | Literal msg

Done

Resulting actions

protoAs : (x : p) -> Protocol xs () -> Actions

*echo> protoAs ’C echo

DoSend ’S

String

(\msg => DoRecv ’S (Literal msg)

(\c1 => End)) : Actions



Protocol Effects

Message passing effect

MSG : Actions -> EFFECT

Send/receive operations

sendTo : (x : p) -> (val : a) ->

{ [MSG (DoSend x a k)] ==>

[MSG (k val)] }

Eff ()

recvFrom : (x : p) ->

{ [MSG (DoRecv x a k)] ==>

{result} [MSG (k result)] }

Eff a
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Sample protocol

Protocol Description

count : Protocol [’Client, ’Server] ()

count = do cmd <- ’Client ==> ’Server | Command

case cmd of

Next => do ’Server ==> ’Client | Int

Rec count

Stop => Done
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Sample protocol

Protocol Description

count : Protocol [’Client, ’Server] ()

count = do cmd <- ’Client ==> ’Server | Command

case cmd of

Next => do ’Server ==> ’Client | Int

Rec count

Stop => Done

The Server must:

Receive a Command from the client

If the command is Next, send the next number

Otherwise, quit



Sample Server

countServer : Int ->

Process count ’Server

[’Client := client] [] ()

countServer c

= do cmd <- recvFrom ’Client

case cmd of

Next => do sendTo ’Client c

rec (countServer (c + 1))

Stop => pure ()

(Aside: This program is generic; we have effect handlers for
concurrency, networking and human/computer interaction.

Error handling can be per operation or per protocol.)



Summary

Why are we interested in dependent types?

Safety

Programs checked against precise specifications

Expressivity

Better, more descriptive APIs
Type directed development
Type system should be helping, not telling you off!

Genericity

e.g. program generation

Efficiency (one day. . . )

More precise type information should help the compiler
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Summary — applications

Dependent types are an active research topic, and we’re having
lots of fun. Some things we’ve been working on:

Concurrency (e.g. verify absence of deadlock)

Network transport protocols

Packet formats

Type-safe web applications

Scientific programming

. . .



Knock Knock

joke : Protocol [’A, ’B] ()

joke = do

’A ==> ’B | Literal "Knock knock"

’B ==> ’A | Literal "Who’s there?"

name <- ’A ==> ’B | String

’B ==> ’A | Literal (name ++ " who?")

’A ==> ’B | (punchline : String **

Literal (name ++ punchline))

Done



Try it yourself

cabal update; cabal install idris

OS X package available from
http://idris-lang.org/download

Demonstrations available at
https://github.com/edwinb/idris-demos

http://idris-lang.org/download
https://github.com/edwinb/idris-demos

